SEE WHY QUALITY IS REMEMBERED LONGER

VITO
EXPERIENCE AND PASSION
After several years of distribution and installation of window
joinery, VITO Polska has created its own brand of unique TISSER
windows. It is the result of many years of experience and everyday
involvement of all VITO company employees. Thermal insulation
properties, aesthetic qualities and affordable price provide that
our product is considered by many investors to be the best
on the market. The windows are manufactured with attention to
the smallest detail. Key elements of the system are handled using
manual processing and specialist control, guaranteeing durability of
the product and comfort of its long-term use.
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Witold Michalak - CEO VITO Polska

Choose the system that you like most
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thin seal technology
Thanks to innovative Tisser Link technology used to
manufacture our windows, we are able to achieve twice
the seal surface
perfectly, the windows are especially tight and feature
excellent insulating parameters. The window achieves
the ideal appearance and even better functionality. The
guarantees constant aesthetic qualities even after many
years of use.
For all those who value even the smallest details, as well
as for those demanding customers searching for abovestandard solutions, we offer unlimited possibilities of
building arrangement with windows featuring any chosen
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TISSER OSMOSE
for the most demanding
Osmose is the perfect solution for passive, energy
You save during
winter (up to 50% of annual heating costs, calculations for
the area of a typical single family house), and during the
summer you can limit the costs of air conditioning.

Tisser Link - twice the seal surface, which also
gives the product exceptional aesthetic values.

Steel enclosed in the frame.

Savings throughout the years also come from
durability calculated for 50 years! The seamless
resistant to the effects of stron winds and extreme
temperatures.
Increased anti-burglary protection thanks to a set of
dedicated solutions in the construction of the TISSER
Maximum tightness - it means not only savings on
heating costs thanks to three seals, but also full resistance
to water, even during strong wind pressure. Such tightly
sealed windows guarantee excellent insulation even in a
house located near a very busy street.
Modern, market pioneering design provides unlimited
possibilities of adapting the joinery to the building’s style.
Ability to manufacture windows in 360° technology,
colored grey.

Steel in the wing 2mm.

A well thought out, 6-chambered frame, wing
and pillar construction ensures excellent thermal
and acoustic insulation.

An intelligent seal placement system
in 3 layers results in increased thermal
insulation.

Hoppe Secustic.

Specially insulating seal in the closed glass area.
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6-CHAMBERED PROFILE
84 mm BODYWORK
HEAT
TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT

Uw = 0,74 W/(m2K)
ACOUSTIC
INSULATION

Rw = 34 (-1, -5) dB
WARM FRAME
Parameters obtained on a reference window
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TISSER NEXUS
for those who value quality
in every detail
You save up to 20% on annual heating costs. Excellent
thermal insulation parameters, obtained through a
construction depth of 84mm, guarantee a friendly
atmosphere in any interior.
Durability (resistant to the effects of strong winds and
extreme temperatures) thanks to excellent, seamless

Tisser Link - twice the seal surface,
which also gives the product exceptional
aesthetic values.

prevents permeation of water inside, thereby protecting
the reinforcements against corrosion.
Maximum tightness - it means not only savings on
heating costs thanks to three seals, but also very good
acoustic insulation, even in houses located near very busy
streets.
Varied design, adaptation to the building style from classic, rounded shapes, to ultra-modern lines.
are characterized by TISSER’s typical rabbet incline at a
15° angle. This emphasizes the timeless aesthetic of the
system and grants new windows an elegant appearance.

Steel enclosed in the frame.

A well thought out, 6-chambered
frame, wing and pillar construction
ensures excellent thermal and acoustic
insulation.

An intelligent seal placement system
in 3 layers results in increased thermal
insulation.
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6-CHAMBERED PROFILE
84 mm BODYWORK
HEAT
TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT

Uw = 1,1 W/(m2K)
ACOUSTIC
INSULATION

Rw = 33 (-1, -5) dB
WARM FRAME
Parameters obtained on a reference window
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TISSER ECO
A universal combination
of good utility parameters
and aesthetics.
of 84mm ensures very good thermal insulation
parameters.

Tisser Link - twice the seal surface,
which also gives the product exceptional
aesthetic values.

Tisser ECO windows are economical, consistent and
timeless.
Faultless usage thanks to durable components of the
highest quality.
Universal design.

A well thought out, 6-chambered
frame, wing and pillar construction
ensures excellent thermal and acoustic
insulation.

An intelligent seal placement system
results in increased thermal insulation.
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6-CHAMBERED PROFILE
84 mm BODYWORK
HEAT
TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT

Uw = 1,2 W/(m2K)
ACOUSTIC
INSULATION

Rw = 33 (-1, -5) dB
WARM FRAME
Parameters obtained on a reference window
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TISSER GoInvest
A man’s point of view
You take care of your family. The high standard of
protection against noise, break-in and exceptional
tightness of the Tisser windows will allow your loved ones
to feel truly comfortable and safe in their home.
Actual savings. The system’s heat insulation parameters
offer a quick return on investment. You not only save
in winter by lowering heating costs, but also on air
conditioning costs in the summer.
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Anti-burglary security
class RC 2 / RC 2 N

Windows with an RC 2 and RC 2 N anti-burglary class ensure
protection against break-in using simple tools such as screwdrivers,
pliers or wedges.
Windows in both classes are dedicated primarily for installation on
visible from the outside.

optimal functionality
standards

• A choice of three standards of thermal and acoustic insulation
• Tangible savings to ensure a quick return on investment
• Full automation - shutters, gates, doors
•
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TISSER GoClean
A more beautiful side of life
Are you a home interior decorator and architect? It is
you who creates the unique atmosphere and a beautiful
image of your home. TISSER are the windows for you
It is a system with extraordinary possibilities for
arrangement, featuring a rich palette of decorative

Are you a home
interior decorator or
architect?
The rich color palette of veneers and
shape the design.
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What else
is worth knowing?
A rich palette of 40 window colors and unlimited color
options for aluminum overlays / cohesive design of all
elements (window sills, shutters).
Complete solutions for the entire home - windows, front
doors, shutters, gates.
Special construction solutions for kitchen windows and
a concealed hinges system for easy frame maintenance.

TISSER Rainbow
A unique coating with
exceptional durability

The colorful acrylic glass coating is twice as hard as PVC used
to manufacture regular white windows, and shows excellent utility
properties. The perfectly smooth, satin surface of the Tisser
Rainbow windows is on the one hand an effective barrier against
external factors such as sun or hale, and on the other hand gives
the window an elegant appearance and guarantees color durability
for many years.
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TISSER Kids&Easy
The future is ours!
The choice of technologically advanced solutions is the
best investment in the future. You can be certain
that TISSER windows will continue to serve future
generations.
Sleep on peacefully, kids. While you sleep, TISSER
windows will protect you against cold, heat and noise, and
the fairy-tale interior veneer colors will make you wake up
in your dreamy, beautiful room ...

Fun is a serious
business.
If during careless fun you happen to break
a window, the TISSER Kids system will protect
you from hurting yourself. Windows made of
tempered glass, break into small
blunt-edged pieces.
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Fun is a serious
business.
When it gets too hot and you want to tilt a window - TISSER
Easy will allow you to do it without climbing on a chair or
window sill. The system for opening or tilting the window from
low height, thanks to the handle’s location on the horizontal
side of the wing will make life easier for children and disabled
people.
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TISSER ALUMINIUM
Modern architecture,
highest durability
and resistance.
The aluminum joinery is characterized by exceptional
durability, and we pay particular attention to the
quality. Our machine park, whose „dark horse” is the
person processing center with cutting capability in
combination with a highly trained staff makes the impossible
become possible.
The range of aluminum joinery manufactured by us includes:
·
window and door systems
·
sliding Systems
·
folding systems
·
facade systems
·
winter gardens and skylights
·
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special constructions

Properties of the TISSER ALUMINUM systems
Protection against burglary

High insulation properties
High thermal insulation parameters are achieved

dedicated for constructions with increased anti-burglary
protection allows us to manufacture doors and windows
with a resistance class of RC 2 and RC 3.

Fire resistance

with technologically advanced thermal pads. For our
thermal insulated inserts and pads mounted around
the glass panel. The use of modern solutions allows the
achievement of highest thermal parameters required in
passive building construction.

Durability
buildings.

The use of multi-chambered sections and dilatation pads
make it possible to execute tall structures while maintaining
stability and resistance to „bimetallic” deformation

Rich collor range
Apart from a wide range of typical colors in the RAL palette,
we offer our customers the possibility to coat elements
with mat lacquers, lacquers imitating the texture of wood,
as well as use structural facade paint coats with increased
mechanical resistance.
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Window and door systems
They enable construction of diverse types of windows and
doors depending on: application, functionality, thermal
insulation, aesthetics, anti-burglary protection, smoke.
We manufacture aluminum constructions for applications
in building interiors (without thermal insulation), as well as

Sliding Systems
We offer our clients a wide range of sliding window
and door systems:
·
·
·
·
·

with increased thermal insulation;
with a varied quarter number;
for indoor applications;
HS sliding as well as lifting and sliding doors;

Winter gardens
Every structure is individually designed taking into
account the snow and wind load area for the given
installation location. When correctly designed, a winter
garden allows to achieve excellent insolation and creation
of a friendly space.
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Facade systems
They are used to construct glazed building façades. The
facade system additionally allows to execute many spacial
constructions, including roof glazing.

Fire safety systems
To meet the expectations of our customers, we also offer
resistance class. Our offer includes:
·
·
·
·
·

from EI15 to EI120;
smoke-venting windows;
smoke-tight doors;

Special constructions
Non-standard constructions which fall within the
aforementioned systems, which are the imagination of our
customers come to life.
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VITO POLSKA Sp. z o.o.
Poland, 08-207 Olszanka, Klimy 26
tel. +48 83 413 00 26
e-mail: info@vitopolska.com
Production and Showroom
Poland, 21-560 Międzyrzec Podlaski, Leśna 39
tel. +48 516 200 394
e-mail: miedzyrzec@vitopolska.com

www.vitopolska.com

